
III. UFO DINNER TV — AFTERWARDS 

                                          By Ananda Bosman 

Dear Ones, 
There will come a report on our March 16th UFO Contact. It was not face-to-face, on 
this occasion. But the UFO came to Tree Top Level.... Here are some ad hoc points to 
the OVNI Dinner TV 46, appearance of Ananda Bosman, on the 62nd Anniversary of 
the Eisenhower Muroc AFB Landing, on February 20th, 1954: 

[21/02/2016, 02:22:23] SW: Corrected and Expanded: 
[21/02/2016, 02:22:25] SW: [21/02/2016, 01:55:26] SW: Thanks dear Mark. I know 
it is a challenge.  
It is 30 years of contact experience, and the hardest research efforts we could muster.  
You are doing a grand job. Keep up the good work.  
And France has also done some splendid research over time, and has some real 
pioneers (Dr Jean Piere Petit I found interesting 26 years ago, he is in The Alien 
Presence…. he must still be around).  
We will continue Dialogues with the Cosmos, as a civilian effort of coherent contact, 
and spreading that to gather objective,or documentary evidence…  
This coupled to concerts specifically dedicated to Cosmic Contact, using 8Hz and 
432Hz (1.618 Hz x 5, & 1.618Hz x 267), with circadian rhythms’ 72 bpm, or its 
double 144 bpm — as a Cultural/Artistic effort to engage furtherance towards 
synergy (beyond the Majestic hotel group of 1919, ergo CFR core, and Rockefeller 
5412 group [1954, ergo MAJI/PI-40 etc]). 
As this issue MUST BE in the coherent hands of the civilians of earth, for the 
civilians of earth et al, a momentum that must surpass special interest groups to truly 
represent man of earth, on a civilian level.  
Now with the Inner Balance App and ECG device of HeartMath Institute, and 
Mindwave software (plus hardware), that enables exact 8Hz biofeedback to be taught 
measured, objectively, and consistently (in maintaining coherence, and interacting 
with its effects, with willed consciousness, in effecting the DNA. And perhaps 
enabling a first glimmer of DNA intelligent coherent interface, with the hypergenetic 
intelligence…  
Hypergenetics: http://www.i-b-r.org/ir00013.htm 
AND: http://www.santilli-foundation.org/santilli-scientific-discoveries-4.php (see 
section 4.5 for hypergenetic basics… This field is vastly growing, along with 
hypergenetic medicine) 

…And 8Hz being measured in the utmost coherent states of mankind (creativity, 
music, alpha wave inspiration, healing of 27 organic diseases, as par Dr Puharich’s 
triple blind work over 10 years — compassionate love coupled to willed 
consciousness changing the genetic code, measurably for the first time [24 years of 
HeartMath research) — we believe that this is THE sign of an Emerging Anthropic 
Sentience amidst mankind.  

http://www.i-b-r.org/ir00013.htm
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/santilli-scientific-discoveries-4.php


That Anthropic sentience, or coherence of heart, mind, and biological life energy, 
coupled with conscious will power focus, is the measure required by the 
Supercivilizations/Hyper-Civilisations in Subanthropic stealth mode, to emerge in 
visible Anthropic states. Without direct intervention. 
Evidenced in the detailed materials from Hessdalen (8Hz), Dialogues with the 
Cosmos triple 8Hz [EEG, ECG, ELF Coil], and similar efforts (ECETI CSETI some 
of the South American contactees etc), as just a few examples.  
My 30 years of contact experience, has always had whole embodied heart-will 
consciousness produce the results. I produces the result in Dialogue civilians.  
Dr Cossu last year, a psychotherapist, got sightings as close as 10 meters. 
8Hz EEG compassionate love 8Hz heart coherence, is now objectively available to all 
citizens of mankind for the first time in our history.  
Continued civilian quality practice of such co-creative efforts, practically amidst the 
civilians of mankind, is the key. As the new field of Hyper-evolution (hypertopic 
evolution), and its consequences gradually emerge into our cognosis.  
Eisenhower was told in 1954, that the Other, would work individually work with 
mankind until they were ready, from within and without (“until they are ready”). 

The iso- or Santilli telescope paper here: 
http://www.thunder-energies.com/docs/ITE-paper-12-15-15.pdf 

Since, announcement, no visible profits from the company.  
Profits from the device were in the astronomy sector, as anti-mater galaxies and anti-
mater cosmic rays have now been detected through the iso-concave lens (loads of 
citations to this in the science literature, with links to papers, in our “44 Multi-valued 
Hyperdimensions” Grailzine from early last year on anandabosman.com. The 2nd 
half of this report is only hadronic mechanical links). 
The nuclear reversing PlasmArc flow reactors, now being made available by the 
Indian hadronic mechanics scientists (note hadronic mechanics has little to do with 
CERN hadronic physics), is something we are preparing to make into an assimilate-
able slide show for 90 minutes in the Turin ‘free energy” congress, Italy, late April, so 
people on an individual level can make this a reality (my translator has translated me 
since 1996, not many are able to… She does so instantaneously, it is an art, which 
also has made her THE translator of choice of scientists like Dr Korotkov. For a first 
time, you made a very impressive effort, I must say). 
That the physics which make the iso-lens in the Santilli telescope, also has the 
already manufactured plasmArc flow reactors by which mankind, with only indirect 
intervention, can clean up the pollution of the planet, and now also reverse 
radioactive waste and massive fallout — is a boon, a coherent catch-22. 
Furthermore, the Anthropic implications of the Hadronic Horizon in the 10 femto-
metre range, being Macro Coherent Irreversible (beyond micro quantum states), 
according to observed experiments (the hadronic mechanical literature will almost fill 
a room, from floor to ceiling), and that femto-metre digital self assembly systems are 
being worked upon by pioneering maverick hadronic scientists like Dr  Erik Trell, Dr 

http://www.thunder-energies.com/docs/ITE-paper-12-15-15.pdf
http://anandabosman.com/


Stein Johansen, and Dr Alexander Animalu — enabling quasi crystal assembly from 
the hadronic media itself (10^-13cm), and enabling direct molecular interactivity 
including with the DNA, will be a problem to digest for Ray Kurzwell…  
Since the hadronic horizon hyperdense medium, as demonstrated to have the 7 
hadron wave-packets overlap in infinite recursion (toroidal)… that is to say in the 
heart of every atom, everywhere and every-when (Macro Irreversibility of the 
hypertopic plane) — also implies that the 10 femtometre “femto technology”, now 
being engaged, must be in accordance with the personal and impersonal infinite 
recursion toroid in the heart of every atom (from which sentience, cognition, and 8Hz 
comes. 8Hz emerges in the Magnetic Monopole of the proton-hadron, of the 
hydrogen atom {water’s dielectric resonance is 8Hz, and the water tetrahedron’s EM 
field resonance is 512 Hz (8Hz x 8Hz x 8Hz}). 
Hadronic femto-technology is the solution, thus, to nano and pico technology, which 
cannot overcome the Ontological factor of the conscious observer. 

Pity about not getting into Jean Michel Roux. it all started with The Alien Presence, 
the first interview was only about that (initially his documentary, had many pieces on 
UFOs from me, I was the only person who was recorded in the Paris Mars studios. 
Including a highly specific Iceland incident involving the US and Russia, in trying to 
get into an ETI base there, one we know a lot about, through our contacts, its exact 
functions etc. Jean Michel says it may one day be placed on the bonus material 
version of his film. His passion 16 years ago, was to get Jaques Vallee, Myself, and 
several other researchers in a mind storm recording)… 
In the 2nd interview in Paris, November 1999, award film maker Jan Kounen was 
also there, just in the early phases of his transformation. 3 months later he was in 
Norway for 3 days filming our work. The fountain of dense research, and researchers, 
he hunted down for years, and it become Other Worlds. Still on the skeptical side 
regarding ETI, he has our The Alien Presence, has some proper briefings, and his 
Shipibo master shaman, startled Jan, when we were in Peru in 2007, as I and him 
discussed contact, and that the Shipibo people have a long tradition of contact, with 
and without plants. The ETI factor is distinct to this. He plans to make a science 
fiction movie, which is inspired on myself, I have given him some other characters, 
and suggesting that themes of Dr John Mack should be included as well. 

[21/02/2016, 01:56:26]: A splendid effort Marc, thanks for the endurance too. Do not 
be discouraged for your translation effort. For a first time, you did really really really 
well BTW. Impressively so. 
Keep up the good work with your show, congresses, and other efforts. We support 
you. And we trust the French contactee’s and experiencers, will gradually dare to 
come forth. There are a few amidst our Dialoguing teams as well. They must be 
encouraged, and supported 
All the very best. Ananda 
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